Abstract
Introduction
In Navigation, knowing or estimating positions and orientations of a mobile robot, at any time, has been a key focus for these past years. The growth of autonomous mobile robot platform has created the need to come out with techniques, based on sensors and satellites, able to provide information on mobile platforms' positions and motions within short time intervals. One of the techniques being considered for orientation and position estimation is the INS (inertial navigation system), which is widely used in navigation applications. The INS make used of Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) to estimate each of the Euler's angles (yaw, pitch roll) and provide their velocity and acceleration by time intervals. However, low cost INS suffers from the error accumulations which tend to increase over time. To overcome that issue, most practical systems make use o f GPS (Global Positioning System) receivers to recalibrate the INS periodically. Even though GPS receiver can provide quite an accurate position information in real -time, it faces signal losses due to jamming, interference, and terrain geometry (such as hi ll, tall buildings or indoor environments).
Alternatively, vision sensor has been adopted for position and orientation estimation. It offers richness of information extracted from perceived environment while being robust against signal lost and low cost in price. Recent works using vision have achieved up to 6-DOF motion state estimation using the fusion of IMU/camera, monocular and stereo camera based techniques. Existing work regarding IMU/camera make use of several numbers of estimators such as the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF), Batchleast Squares (BLS) and Particle Filter (PF) to estimate 6-DOF motion. However, few issues have been raised with this technique regarding its high computational cost, its delayed measurements, the accuracy of feature initialization and estimation, and the robustness to estimator initialization errors [1] . Using monocular vision, some recent works rely on known objects or reference image to recover 6DOF motion . For examples, [2] recover motions from the combination of the set of pose estimates and the positions of the reference cameras in a robust manner and [3] use known landmarks (fiducial markers) position and orientation. In the other hand, without any artificial landmarks on the environment, 3DOF orientations were able to be recovered by minimizing image projection error and 1 DOF translation by solving an NP-hard optimization problem through an approximation [4] . However, motion estimation using a monocular vision is limited either by a prior knowledge of the environment and landmarks' position, or by employing inferred measurement model (assuming the camera observes its pose in the world frame, up to scale). Monocular vision limitation can be solved by stereo vision systems; where the baseline between the two cameras can define the range scale of observation without any assumption. With this model, 6DOF motion could be recovered in example of [5] . However stereo vision limited itself by the baseline, its computational time and its setting complexity [4] . Most of the proposed techniques for vision-aided motion estimation are able to provide good accuracy measurement and robustness. But at some points, most of them are facing limitation either in their operating scale, their cost in price and computation time, or sometimes require prior knowledge and or modification of the environment. Those limitations could lead to wrong estimation where, respectively, whenever there is absence of features within the scale range, features' lost due to the significant delay caused by the computational time and where motions are operated in a unknown environment. Moreover, most of existing techniques in visual odometry were implemented in outdoor environments. They are more tolerant to processing delay since most of features are usually far from the camera and therefore still visible on successive image scene in high motion speed. Whereas in an indoor environment, object are usually near from the camera and tend to phase out of the scene or scale up quite fast. Therefore long processing delay of the algorithm might causes features losses and lead to wrong estimations.
In this paper, an initial phase of a new vision-aided motion detection algorithm, which estimates a 3-DOF camera orientation, is presented. This algorithm requires a single camera and is built to overcome the mentioned issues on existing visionbased techniques, while providing robustness and acceptable accuracy in measurement when operating in an unknown indoor environment. This paper i s organized as follows. Section II outlines the fundamental approach in VAMD and its associated theories. Section III presents the experimental studies with detail discussions on the collected results, and lastly, Section IV concludes the paper.
Vision-Based Motion Detection Algorithm (VAMD)

VAMD Flowchart and Framework
VAMD is a vision based algorithm that recognizes and estimates motions of any vision-based hardware. Given a live or recorded video, VAMD identifies features points from each captured frame. Feature points are small windows of pixels, evaluated based on their textures uniqueness and traceability [6] . Once a set of feature points are selected, they are matched to those identified in the next captured frame by using optical flow technique (Lucas Kanade algorithm). Optical flow can be defined as the relative motion of features, edges objects, surfaces or image intensity patterns from one scene to another. Among the existing optical flow techniques developed over these past three decade, Lucas-Kanade algorithm stand out to be more robust and reliable than others [7] . Therefore, this algorithm is based on a recursive loop which consists of detecting good features using Shi&Tomasi technique [6] , then tracks and matches them on the next captured image using iterative Lucas-Kanade method with pyramids [8] . Between each capture, processes are executed to estimate orientations and recognize directions based on the features' motion magnitudes. The developed VAMD algorithm is a real-time algorithm. Figure 1 illustrates the flowchart of the VAMD algorithm.
Figure 1. VAMD Flowchart
Orientations estimation process makes uses of the pairs of features points matched between images. The coordinates (x,y) of the features points, that relate its position on the image frame, are extracted. Following each rotation axis, the magnitude values from the displacements of each pair of features are extracted and placed into containers; where theirs corresponding angles are calculated using information of the camera (such as the field of view and the image resolution). In each container (or rotation axis), recursive processes will be triggered for the estimation accuracy and the algorithm robustness against errors:  For the estimation accuracy, the average of the most common estimated angles up to a certain precision is calculated; that way to reduce and compensate error in estimation.  The algorithm robustness will make use of features' magnitude pattern to avoid drift at a stationary sate and tolerate moving object and translation up to some extent. The final orientations values (yaw, pitch, roll angles) will result the sum of all estimated angles in between images. The Figure 2 describes the VAMD framework that performed the orientation estimations.
Figure 2. VAMD Framework
Orientation Estimation
The orientation of an object can be defined as the direction of the object in terms of the combination of three rotations angles (Euler angles) from an initial position (fixed, global, or world coordinate system). Euler angles represent a sequence of three rotations about different axes of a coordinate system: a rotation about the zaxis called yaw angle (ψ), a rotation about the x-axis is called roll angle (), and a rotation about the y-axis is called pitch angle (θ). Figure 3 illustrates the representation of those rotation angles on a Three-Dimensional (3D) point of view.
Figure 3. Euler Angles Representation on 3D View
However, representing the Euler angles in images requires different approach. Two-Dimensional (2D) images are represented in two axis coordinates system(X, Y) where the x-axis follows the height of the image and the y-axis follows the width. Therefore, representing Euler angle in a 2D image would imply that the yaw angle (ψ) would be represented through x-axis (height) or a rotation on the y-axis, with the pitch angle () represented through y-axis (width) or a rotation on the x-axis, and the roll angle () represented by a rotation around the center of the image, as illustrated in Figure 4 .
Figure 4. Euler Angles Representation on a 2D Image
Estimating orientation from a motion between 2D images requires information on pairs of features points coordinate, the camera resolution in pixel and its field of view (FOV). The field of view is the extent of the observable world that is seen through a camera. It is a value expressed in degrees and can have the same or different value on the height (x-axis) or width (y-axis) of the image, depending on the type of camera. Information about the FOV can be obtained either along with the hardware specifications or by performing a manual calibration. Manual camera calibration, to obtain the field of view, makes use of a protractor or a motorized rotator. As shown in Figure 5 , it is performed by identifying one object, edge or point from one extremity of the captured scene, then rotate the camera until the same feature is located to the opposite extremity from its initial position.
Figure 5. Field of View Calibration with a Yaw Rotation
As illustrated in Figure 6 , the magnitude () from a displacement of a feature point (), between a previous image ( ) and a current image ( ), is obtained from the coordinate points  (x,y) and  (x,y). It can be expressed, based on each axis (X, Y) for the Euler angles calculation, as follows:
(1)
(2)
Figure 6. Optical Flow Magnitude Represented Following x-axis and yaxis
Since it is assumed that: Height of the image ( in pixel) is equivalent to the field of view following the xaxis (FOV in degree), and the Width of the image (W in pixel) is equivalent to the field of view following the y-axis (FOV in degree)
The formulas to calculate the yaw (Ψ i ) and pitch (θ i ) rotation angles in between frames are expressed as follows:
where n is the number of pairs of images. Figure 7 illustrates the roll estimation that consists of a rotational angle about the z-axis, passing through the center of the image.
Figure 7. Representation of Roll Angle Estimation on a 2D Image
Thus, Roll angle ( ) between pair of feature points ( , ) and center point of the image ( ) is calculated using dot product (dot) and cross product (cross) formulated as follows:
3. Experimental Studies
Experimental Setup
In this section, the VAMD algorithm is put under several experiments in order to test its robustness and accuracy. The experiments are conducted in an indoor environment. The equipment used for the experiments consisted of the PIONEER P3-AT from Adept Mobile Robot, a Logitech camera HD c920 and a laptop that host the VAMD algorithm. The camera is set with a 320x240 (width x height) pixels resolution, 52x42 degrees (horizontal x vertical) field of view after calibration and capturing 30Fps (frames per second). VAMD is developed on visual C++ with OpenCV library, running at most 2ms (milliseconds). It uses a set of maximum 100 features to track, selecting only the most salient ones that can be observed on a scene.
The experiments will be divided in 3 sections. In the first experiment, rotation and translation motions are recognized and differentiate based on the optical flow magnitude patterns. Then, the accuracy of the 3-DOF rotation (yaw, pitch roll) estimations will be tested with different angles at differ ent rotational velocity. Finally, the robustness of the algorithm is evaluated when the mobile robot runs through a trajectory and when moving object occurs on the scene.
Optical Flow Pattern over Rotational and Translational Motions
In this first section, optical flow patterns will be evaluated when rotation or translation motion occurs. Since only 3-DOF rotation motion is estimated in this paper, it is important for the algorithm to differentiate them and avoid error in estimation as both motions lead to features' displacement. To study optical pattern on both motions, successive captured images with incremented translation (centimeters) and rotation (degrees) units are observed in different circumstances.
Optical Flow Pattern over Rotational Motions:
In this section, rotation motions are study, through several yaw rotations (1, 2, 3, 4 degrees), on scenes with different features' distance (more than 3 meters, more than 0.5 meters and more than 0.1 meter) as illustrated on Figure 8 , The values of the features' displacement magnitude, from each case scenario, are display and interpreted on Figure 9 and Figure 10 . 
Figure 10. Graph of the Features' Displacement Magnitude
Based on this experiment results, features depth seems to have no effect on a rotation motion. Values extracted from features' displacement magnitude appear almost constant on each rotation value; regardless of the features dist ance from the camera (see Figure 10 ). This shows that features displacement can be used to estimated rotation motions without any prior knowledge on the operating environment. Based on this experimental study, optical flow pattern over forward translation motions doesn't recorded any constant pattern following x and y-axis. However, it is noticeable that features' displacement magnitude increased on nearer distance from the camera with different scale factor; even though they seem barely moving when they are far enough from the camera.
Optical Flow Pattern over Translational
VAMD Accuracy
In this section, experiments will consist of evaluating the VAMD measurement accuracy by comparing its estimation to the one stated by the mobile robot optical encoder. The Data provided from the mobile robot and the VAMD algorithms are displayed using the same GUI developed in Visual basic as shows in Figure 13 .
Figure 13. GUI of VAMD and Mobile Robot Data Output
Since the mobile robot is restricted to moving on the flat floor where only the yaw rotation could be performed (with an error more or less equal to 1.31 degrees), the camera will be set at its best on different dispositions (see Figure 14 , Figure 15 , Figure 16 , sections A), while being parallel (for yaw, pitch and roll) and centered (in addition for roll) with the robot rotation, to estimate all three rotation angles (yaw, pitch, roll) by selecting the average of the most common value with 10 1 precision. Therefore, this experiment is realized as follow: International Journal of Control and Automation Vol. 8, No.5 (2015) Based on this experiment results in Figure 14 , Figure 15 , Figure 16 sections B, VAMD algorithm shows acceptable accuracy in yaw, pitch and roll estimations, compared to results obtained in [9] and [10] . However, these experimental results show as well errors that increased depending on the camera disposition, the speed and larger rotation angles.
Indeed estimating yaw, pitch, and roll rotation, in this context, requires the camera to be disposed into a specific manner while being parallel to the motion or the scene perpendicular to it. Therefore, a small inclination from that particular disposition would generate errors that are accumulated over time. That would explain the accuracy degradation on some set of measurement compared to other; especially in roll estimations (see Figure 16 ), where the camera was supposed to be placed at the center of the robot rotation for higher accuracy.
Also, the rotation speed of the robot happens to be a factor that can impact o n the estimation accuracy. It usually shows the limitations of the implemented camera. Using a low cost camera, higher motion speeds are most likely to generate blurrier image frame, which caused feature losses and tracking errors, especially when camera lens is not sharp enough to detect salient feature points. That would explain the better accuracy on most of 10 degrees rotation speed measurement sets over the 50 degrees ones. That fact is more obvious on roll estimations, where the camera, looking-upward, did not detect much of a traceable features points as illustrated in Figure 17 .
Figure 17. Ceiling View for Roll Measurements
Another factor impacting the accuracy in estimation would be larger rotation angle performed by the mobile robot. Since the robot's rotations are measured based on the number of round produced by its wheels, it often encounter wheel slips which tend to generate errors that are accumulated over time. An experimental study (see Figure 18 ), conducted to compare wheel odometry of the robot with real measurement over 10 runs of 100cm distance and 50mm/s velocity, clearly shows difference (significant at some runs) in both measurements. That would explain higher errors in estimation occurring on higher rotation angles; even though they are relatively small on some measurements within sets.
Figure 18. Graph of Wheel Slip Estimation
In conclusion, the maximum errors recorded on sets of measurement don't necessarily relate the accumulated errors, all coming from the angle estimation approach of VAMD algorithm. Instead, the quality of the camera, as well as wheel slips, impacts significantly the accuracy in estimation.
VAMD Robustness
In this section, the robustness of VAMD algorithm is studied. It consists of adjusting the framework (see Figure 2 ) by implementing extras conditions (ifstatement) in between its phases. Those conditions highly depend on the camera and the mobile robot capabilities.
On a stationary state of the camera, an experiment, consisting of capturing image every 5 seconds interval, shows that some features points are not completely still. Some features points, after each captured, image recorded small scale displacement magnitudes, varying up to certain Threshold values ( ) depending on the camera (see Figure 19 ). The threshold is the values interval ranging from the minimum to the maximum features displacement when the camera is at its stationary state.
Figure 19. Graph of Wheel Slip Estimation
Since rotation motions involve features to move in same direction and having approximatively the same estimated angle, any pair of feature having a displacement magnitude (following the three rotation axis) below or equal to the threshold would result to a non-motion on that particular axis. That way, VAMD is able to eliminate drift when there is no motion and furthermore, it will be able to tolerate moving object on the scene as long as the object is not covering all feature points.
With this proceeding, VAMD robustness is pushed further more up to tolerating translation motion. That would involve the mobile robot, along with a defined camera frame rate and frame resolution, to run under a certain range of rotation and translation velocity. When motion occurs on a given a pair of images , representing either a translation motion (estimated in centimeters or pixels per second ) or a rotation motion (estimated in degrees or pixels per second ), the rotation velocity and translation velocity , based on a specified camera frame rate , are expressed in following equations 10 and 11: = × (10) = × (11) Therefore, VAMD to be translation tolerant until specific distance to the nearest to avoid confusion between translation and rotation, a minimum (in Degrees or pixels per second or in) must be set with a maximum (centimeters per second), while the threshold is ranging within ± (see Equation 12 ).
Based on experiments performed under section 3.1, the optical magnitude corresponding to 1 rotation is greater than all magnitudes on 1cm translation where features' distance greater than 0.5 meters. Therefore, the translation tolerant, using a frame rate FPS = 30 frame per second and a frame resolution (320x240) will require the robot velocities to be set as follow: { ≥ 30 / ≤ 30 / −1°< < 1° Using the above setting on the mobile robot has resulted to a non-motion; when it travels a straight forward distance, up to 0.5 meters to a wall. 
Conclusion
This paper presented a vision-aided motion detection algorithm capable of estimating 3-DOF orientations. This algorithm can be considered as an alternative approach for motion sensing technology since it has shown being able to operate in narrows indoor and unknown environments while providing promising accuracy in estimations, robustness against undesirable motions (translation and moving objects) and flexibility in its capacity of adjusting the robustness and accuracy in estimation which depend on the available hardware and statistical analysis performed on the containers (see Figure 2) . Moreover, the algorithm runs at a very low cost, in terms of hardware sensors and computation time, compared to other existing technology.
This algorithm will be further enhanced to estimated travelled distance and thus able to recover a full path or trajectory of a mobile robot while improving approaches in estimations accuracy and robustness. Furthermore its implementation on an aerial vehicle will be taken into consideration; where it will able recovered up to 6-DOF motion.
